turicode is developing the next-generation document digitalization technology. We enable companies from various industries to automatically process valuable information from documents using Machine Learning. Become part of a young growing team and join us as:

**C# Developer (80-100%)**

We are looking for a backend engineer to join our technical team. You will be working alongside our CTO and take part in defining the technical direction of our platform, having an immediate impact on our technology. Your main tasks consist of designing, implementing, testing and supporting new features in and around our in-house custom-built data retrieval engine.

**Additional Responsibilities**
- Manage development initiatives and ensure seamless integration from the research stage to productive use
- Contribute to the overall architecture of the system
- Support operational services and enable short release cycles

**Qualifications**

**Required**
- Degree in Computer Science and 2-3 years of work experience
- Expert knowledge in C#, TypeScript, SQL and ASP.NET Core
- Hands-on experience with Git and Continuous Integration systems
- Background in distributed system architecture

**Preferred**
- Familiarity with functional concepts or a functional programming language (e.g. Haskell, F#, Scala)
- Experience with Visual Studio and agile project management

**Bonus**
- Experience in language / compiler design

**Benefits**
- Work for a growing startup with recurring revenues and a solid customer base
- Be part of a tech-savvy development team and enjoy a high degree of personal flexibility
- Join a highly motivated and international team to build a successful and sustainable company

We are looking forward to receiving your CV and cover letter: recruitment@turicode.com